Welcome Back
Newsletter
Hello Families!
Toddler Town Daycare TOO has finally Reopened! We are so excited to be back in school
and with our students. We have been preparing for weeks cleaning the center, setting up rules
and regulations for the classrooms and the school, and finalizing our daily routine for our new
and temporary hours of operation. Here is a breakdown of how our daily school schedule has
been since reopening.
In the morning, our staff arrives 30 minutes early to have their temperature taken as
well as asking a questionnaire about their current health status. They then prep the classroom
by setting out chairs with the children’s name and picture on them and reclean all high touched
surface areas once again as a routine. Once they are complete, they are ready for their students
to start their day in the classroom.
Drop off has been running smoothly! Mr. Robert, Mrs. Megan and Ms. Karla are at the
gate first thing at 8:00 am ready for the students to arrive at the center. Once a student arrives
at the center, they are escorted by their parents out of their car who are required to have a
mask on. They wait on a designated sticker on the sidewalk marked 6 feet apart from each
other. When it is the child’s turn to enter the school, the student is first given a temperature
check then the parents are asked a series of questions from our questionnaire like “does your
child have a cough” or “has your child traveled outside of the USA or state?” Once the child is
cleared by one of the staff members, they are ready to start their day at school! Drop off is
from 8:00 am-9:00 am.

When the child arrives in the classroom, they are first taken to wash their hands. Then
the child is able to play with a small toy in their assigned spots until breakfast at 9:00 am. The
children clean up their items by placing those items in the sanitation bins and the teacher will
clean those items with a bleach and water solution. The children will use the restroom and
wash their hands one at a time, place their masks next to their meals and begin eating their
breakfast. All areas of the bathroom are sanitized before and after each use.
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After breakfast, each classroom has their own schedule for the rest of the morning
which revolves around their classroom outdoor playground times. We are still conducting group
time while wearing our masks and practicing social distancing in our chairs. Children are given
small activities to do that will correlate with their lesson. However, the teachers have prepared
the child with their own material in a plastic bag for them to use like markers, pencils and
crayons which are sanitized before and after each use. Finally, the children are able to have free
play but with some limitations like smaller group sizes in each area of the classroom, practicing
social distancing and wearing their mask. After free play, the students place whatever toy they
were playing with in the sanitation bin, then wash their hands for lunch time, find their
designated chairs for lunch, place their masks next to their plate and begin to eat. When they
are complete with their food, they dispose of their plates, place their mask in their cubbies, use
the restroom/wash their hands and they prep for nap time. All cots are sanitized before and
after each use. Once the children wake up from nap time, they pack up their items, use the
bathroom/wash their hands, find their spots for snack and eat their snack. Once they are done,
they place their mask on, play in different areas of the classrooms until parents arrive. When
their parents arrive, the child will wash their hands, retrieve their belongings and then will be
escorted by the teacher to their parents. All while maintaining social distancing on the
playground.
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Pick Up time has been effortless. Mr. Robert, Mrs. Megan and Ms. Karla will retrieve the
children from their classroom when their parent arrives, take one more temperature check
before the child leaves for the evening. Pick up time is from 4:00 pm-5:00 pm.
Since we have reopened, the staff has been doing a wonderful job of sanitizing all the high
touched surface areas, toys and materials. Everyone is encouraging the students to practice
social distancing, keeping their mask on when it is necessary and overall trying to keep to a
normal routine with the students. That is key at this point.
We as a staff are helping the children return back to normalcy while ensuring their health and
safety. We know and understand that for parents not to come into their child’s classroom can
be difficult, but we are very thankful that everyone understands the importance of the new
rules until we are in phase 5.
We have had the chance to speak to a few parents about their experience with our
reopening. Here is what they had to say!
“You guys have been doing a wonderful job! I feel safe leaving my child here during the
pandemic.” -Lilian Sanchez
“I am so happy that you guys are open again. I’m glad to see my child being able socialize again
with children again! It has really made a difference at home. I feel confident leaving my child at
school now because I know you guys have been taking the right measurements”- Armani Cruz
“I felt a lot better watching all the staff members wearing masks and hearing that about how
everything was being cleaned. The day my kids started back at school, I felt so comfortable
leaving my children in your hands.”- Lynette Reyes
If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to call or email us and we will be happy
to help!
Thank You,
Toddler Town Daycare

